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REVIEWSWow . . . is all I can say! I cant
believe I never realized all the myths that
were running my life and my finances and
how easy its been to change them, now that
I do know them. Reading this book has
changed everything for me FAST! Debra
Perkins,
Graphic
DesignerDESCRIPTIONMoney! We all
need it. Everyone wants it. Nobody wants
to admit they care about it. And we all
wish we had more Lots more!! So why
isnt everyone rich? Discover and release
your hidden core beliefs that may be
keeping you from becoming rich. Instantly
replace them with new beliefs that will
empower you to think and act as The Rich
do as you implement the simple, easy
Action Plan to begin making these new
beliefs work for you so you can get, claim
and enjoy all the riches you desire.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR Madeleine Kay is
the Best Selling Author of Living
Serendipitously and Serendipitously Rich.
Popular success and motivation coach
featured in Whos Who of American
Women and Whos Who in the World, she
is Americas leading expert on serendipity
helping people all over the world live more
joyfully and abundantly.
Called a
serendipity catalyst, she combines the
wisdom, passion and playfulness of
serendipity sprinkled with her own unique
brand of practical, down-to-earth common
sense to help people get, claim and enjoy
all the joy and riches they desire.
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